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rapid convergence is only another illusion due to perspective, just as is the apparent divergence of the crepuscular rays, as above explained.
Apparent Shape (Flat Vault) of the Sky.—To everyone, the sky looks like a great, blue dome, low and flattish, whose circular rim rests on the horizon and whose apex is directly overhead. So flat, indeed, does this dome appear to be, that points on it estimated to lie half way between the rim and apex generally have an elevation of but little more than 20° instead of 45°, as they would if it seemed spherical.
That the rim of the sky dome should appear circular is obvious enough. It is, simply, because the horizon, where land and sky come together, itself is circular, except when conspicuously broken by hills or mountains.
To understand the other, and more important, feature, that is, why the dome looks so flat, consider (1) a sky filled from horizon to horizon with high cirrus clouds. These seem nearest overhead for the simple reason that that is just where they are nearest. As the horizon is approached, the clouds merge, through perspective, into a uniform gray cover that appears to rest on the land at the limit of vision, whether this limit be fixed by the curvature of the earth or by haze, and the whole cloud canopy may seem arched just as, and for the same reason that, cloud streaks and crepuscular rays seem arched, as above explained. But (2) even a thin cirro-stratus veil, whose parts are well-nigh indistinguishable, produces a similar effect, the nearest portions appearing nearest largely because they are the most clearly seen. Similarly, when there are no clouds, the sky overhead also appears nearest because it is clearest; and that unconscious inference, based on endless experience, is correct—it is clearest because nearest. As the eye approaches the horizon, the increasing haze produces the impression of greater distance; and this impression is entirely correct, for the blue sky seen in any such direction is farther away than the sky overhead. In short, the spring of a cloudless sky dome is "seen" to rest on the distant horizon and its ceiling to come closer and closer, in proportion to increasing clearness, as the zenith is approached. The shape, then, of this dome should not always appear the same, and it does not—not the same on a clear night, for instance, as on a clear day.
Impressions, therefore, of the "shape'7 of the sky are, perhaps, not so erroneous as, sometimes, they are said to be. Indeed, they usually conform surprisingly well to the actual facts.
Change with Elevation of Apparent Size of Sun and Moon.—One of the most familiar, as also one of the most puzzling, of optical illusions is the change between the apparent sizes of the full moon, say, or of the sun, at rising or setting, and at, or near, culmination. It is, however, only a phenomenon of perspective.
Since the solid angle subtended at any place on the earth by the moon, as also that subtended by the sun, is sensibly constant throughout

